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OBJECTIVES 

 

The following document is designed to provide comprehensive guidelines for the members of the Regal Oaks 

Homeowners Association (ROHOA) to use in maintaining the homes consistent with the Architectural Standards 

set out in the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) which are part of the deed to every 

property.  The uniform application of these standards will work to the benefit of all members of the Association, 

without unduly burdening or restricting any member's ability to maintain their home in the appropriate manner. 

The objectives of this document are as follows: 

· Provide uniform guidelines to be used by the Architectural Review Committee (hereafter ARC) in 

reviewing change applications in light of the directives set forth in the Regal Oaks CC&Rs.   

· Assist homeowners in preparing an acceptable change application to the ARC. 

· Increase homeowners' awareness and understanding of the Covenants. 

· Maintain design harmony within the immediate neighborhood and the community a whole. 

 

This document is further intended to allow each member, to the maximum extent possible, the ability to pursue 

their individual plans, but without infringing on the rights of their neighbors or the entire ROHOA community.  To 

this end the Board of Directors and ARC will make every effort to remain flexible, yet without being arbitrary.  In 

any cases of conflict or disagreement, the ARC and the Board of Directors will work constructively and 

reasonably with the requesting member in an effort to amicably resolve any differences or disputes. 

 

Experience also has shown that cases involving architectural issues sometimes are unique in some way and 

therefore must be considered on their own merits within the confines of the Guidelines and the Declaration.  The 

following Guidelines and related forms provide the general guidance to address most issues and, when needed, 

the basis for consistent yet individualized case by case reviews and determinations. 

EFFECTIVE DATE AND EXCEPTIONS 

Except as expressly otherwise provided in the following paragraphs, these guidelines and all of the requirements 

therein are effective on the date this most recent of guidelines are issued, (the “Effective Date”).  Certain 

noncompliant home features may require “grandfathering” status.  However, when the time comes to replace or 

upgrade the nonconforming feature, the replacement or upgrade must comply with the currently effective 

Architectural Guidelines, unless the owner submits a new written external change request and obtains advance 

written approval from the Board or ARC to continue the nonconforming feature.  
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AMENDMENTS TO THE ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES 

The Board intends that these Guidelines evolve as trends, technology, and the community evolve.  These 

guidelines may be amended by the Board as needed.  Homeowners are encouraged to submit to the ARC 

requested additions or changes to these guidelines.  Amendments become effective immediately upon approval by 

the Board revised guidelines and will reflect the changes and be published and distributed to all Regal Oaks 

homeowners. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

Exterior changes to a property require approval in advance unless specifically exempted from the application 

process.  Approval for exterior changes may only be obtained by the proper filing of a written Architecture 

Change Application (ACA) sent to the Association's management company.  The applicant must be the owner of 

record. The application requirements are spelled out under each section in the "Specifications" article of these 

guidelines.  The application form calls for information helpful to the ARC, including any additional information 

that may be useful in determining the scope and detail of the proposal.  A copy of the Architectural Change 

Application (ACA) is attached in Appendix B.  Applications can also be obtained on the Association's website:  

theregaloaks.com. 

 

Applicants should also note that approved ARC applications issued by the Association in no way take the place of 

required Fairfax County or other jurisdiction approval/permits that may be needed. The applicant is responsible 

for obtaining such permits. 

 

REVIEW PROCESS 

The architectural review process is designed to support effective Board oversight of community standards to 

protect property values and quality of life by using an administratively efficient process.  Ultimately, the Board 

decides on the recommendations from the ARC and the process is administered by the Management Company 

acting as agent for the Board.  All applications shall be submitted to the ROHOA's management company using 

the ACA provided by the Association.  It is not the role of the ROHOA or the ARC to review the technical 

adequacy of any proposed changes or whether or not the County should issue a valid permit.  That is the 

responsibility of the member and any of his agents acting on the member's behalf.  In development of its 

recommendations to the Board, the ARC focuses on compliance with the community guidelines only.  

Homeowners should wait until application approval is received prior to purchasing material.   
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Waivers 

The Board maintains an issue escalation process for appeals and may grant waivers to these guidelines depending 

on the unique facts and circumstances as long as the overall interests of the community are protected and served. 

 

Complete Application 

A complete application must include: 

· Drawings or visualizations of the proposed changes if the work is not a replacement of the same.  Hand 

drawings or brochures are acceptable if the key design information to support evaluation of guideline 

compliance is included. 

· Any contractor proposal or work order with detailed specifications that demonstrate compliance with the 

guidelines may also be included. 

· An estimated time period for the change 

The ROHOA does not hold a bias for or against any particular vendor or brand.  However, many are mentioned 

throughout these Guidelines as examples to make project planning and compliance easier.  If a brand is 

mentioned, the guidelines are clear that it is the functional requirement that must be met. 

 

A 30-calendar day review period begins from the documented date of the receipt of the completed application by 

the Management Company, who keeps a copy on file. All applications are reviewed by the ARC first.  The ARC 

recommendations are then forwarded to the Board for ultimate approval, disapproval, or modification. The ARC 

may require additional information on a case-by-case basis.  A site visit by the ARC, Board or both may be 

necessary to complete the review process.  The ARC has a history of completing reviews in far less time, but 

homeowners are advised to allow for the full 30 day window in their planning.  An application that does not 

include the necessary information for an adequate evaluation of the proposed change will be returned for 

completion before an approval can be granted. The ARC will request that the applicant resubmit the application 

with the necessary information, and the time clock of the 30-day review period will reset. 

 

All applications must include a proposed maximum time period from start to completion of construction.  If the 

proposed time period is considered unreasonable, the ARC may recommend to the Board disapproval of the 

application.  If the project is not completed within the time period specified in the application or within six 

months of the application approval, the approval process must be repeated because an incomplete project may be 

a nuisance or safety hazard. 

 

Any exterior alteration project will be in violation of the policies if the alteration does not comply with the overall 

approved application.  Some minor variations will be acceptable.  Disapproved applications may be modified and 
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resubmitted to the ARC.  Applicants may also appeal the Board’s disapproval in writing to the Board of Directors 

within thirty (30) days of the date of written disapproval, care of the Association's management company.  

Pursuant to the Board's "Due Process Resolution", the applicant will be given a hearing within thirty (30) days to 

present their case to the Board. The Board will decide whether or not to uphold the decision or to modify it. 

 

Changes implemented without an approved application are in violation of the Covenants and will be addressed in 

the manner other violations are addressed. Please read the ROHOA’s "Due Process Resolution" to understand the 

procedures and consequences to the homeowner of violating the Covenants.  Those consequences may include 

removal of the change to the property and restoration of the property to its original condition, as well as monetary 

assessments or legal fees for example. 

 

SPECIFICATIONS 

All items listed below require that an application be submitted for approval to the Management Company for 

ARC review on behalf of the Board.  The ARC will develop a recommendation and the Board will decide on the 

application. 

 

1.  Replacement Roofs 

Replacement roofing shall be the same color and appearance of the current roofing materials. Examples 

are Certainteed black moiré traditional shingles and GAF charcoal Weathermax 3-tab shingles.  Both of 

these shingles and others that are functional equivalent to them are available with various levels of 

guarantee.   

 

2.  Doors 

Main entry door design must be six raised panels identical to the current main entry doors.  No windows 

are allowed in the main entry door.  Other entry doors must be the same design as the current doors with 

the 3X5 mullion/window grill configuration in the glass. Decorative glass is not allowed.  Exterior door 

trim must match required exterior trim paint color Benjamin Moore HC174, Lancaster Whitewash or an 

exact match to that color.  Front entry door must be painted the approved color for the unit and must 

match the shutters. 

 

3.  Lights and Door Hardware 

Approved finishes for exterior lights and door hardware are: 

· Polished brass 
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· Antique brass 

· Satin, matte or brushed brass (finish varies based on manufacturer)  

 

Some manufactures offer a “Lifetime Finish” which significantly slows the aging process of the fixtures.  

All fixtures on the front and side of the house must be the same finish.  If homeowners do a phased 

replacement, all fixtures on the same side need to match by the time of the annual spring inspection. 

 

4.  Windows and Screens 

Windows may be wood or vinyl.  If vinyl, they may be white, otherwise must match the required exterior 

trim paint color, Benjamin Moore HC174, Lancaster Whitewash or its equivalent.  Exterior window trim 

or capping must matched exterior trim paint color, Benjamin Moore HC174, Lancaster Whitewash.  

Colonial style mullions/window grilles must be the same configuration as the windows being replaced, 

i.e., 3X3, 2X3, 2X2, etc.  Transom window replacements must be the same as the existing configuration, 

i.e., rectangular, half or full circle.  Decorative glass is not allowed.  Window screens may be half screens 

or full screens, but all windows must have the same style screens (half or full, not mixed). Colonial style 

window mullions/grilles must be in place in all windows either between the glass or installed on the 

interior of the window. 

 

5.  Garage Doors 

Garage doors should be wood or insulated metal raised panel design doors.  Design must be short raised 

panel (this will match the 4X4 panel configuration of the current doors).  Color must match the existing 

trim color, Benjamin Moore HC174, Lancaster Whitewash.  Windows and decorative hardware are not 

allowed on garage doors. 

 

6.  Storm Doors 

Storm doors may be installed on front and rear entries, They must be full view glass without decoration.  

Hardware must match existing hardware on the door.  The storm door frame must match the color of the 

entry door or the approved trim color, Benjamin Moore HC-174, Lancaster Whitewash. 

Please beware of these risks related to storm doors:  Doors installed on interior units may need to be 

removed when moving furniture or appliances in or out.  Doors that receive a lot of direct sunlight may 

warp or peel.  Excessive heat buildup may also cause hardware to become hot to the touch. 
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7.  Storm Windows 

Storm windows must be the functional equivalent of the Mon-Ray 500 Professional.  For reference this 

brand is currently handled by the Window Man, 3853-A Pickett Road, Fairfax, VA.  Frame color must 

match the approved trim color, Benjamin Moore HC-174, Lancaster Whitewash The storm windows must 

be professionally installed.  The use of storm windows must be consistent on each side of the house, i.e., 

if a storm window is added to the front of the home; storm windows must be added to all windows on the 

front at the same time.  

 

8.  Solar Systems  

Solar systems (i.e. solar photovoltaic or solar thermal) are generally authorized by Virginia state law.  Due 

to differing house styles, solar orientation of the houses and advances in solar collection technology, the 

optimum siting of the system will vary for each house so any applications will be considered 

independently.  Solar collectors shall have a low profile and shall be mounted parallel with the roof ridge 

and edges as much as possible.  All framing, piping, control devices and wiring must be concealed or 

blend in with the color of the roof and home (e.g., pipes on walls should be painted the color of the walls 

while roof plumbing should match the color of the roof).  Solar collectors must be placed on the rear 

roof when system cost and efficiency are not significantly adversely impacted.  

 

9.  Fences 

Fences are restricted to the rear and side yards.  Fence design and style must be board-on-board and 

match the other fences in the surrounding area and relate to or complement the architectural design of the 

house.  Fences must not be less than six (6) feet or greater than 6 ½ feet in height.  Gates, boards, posts 

and hardware must match those of the community in terms of design, height material and color.  Wire 

type fences are not acceptable (e.g. barbed, chicken, pig or hog wire, chain link.).   

 

Fencing shall be left a natural wood color (e.g. oak, cedar, mahogany, redwood, teak).  See Appendix A 

for an acceptable range of stains and colors.  Only semi-sold or semi-transparent stains or sealants are 

permitted.  Fences may be of composite material.  Nothing can be attached to the outside of fences. 

 

10.  Landscaping 

An application is required for all landscaping changes except as follows: 

· Planting of annuals. 

· Planting of shrubs or perennials that have mature height less than 3 feet or not extending above 

the fence line in rear yards. 
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· Removal of trees with a diameter less than 2½ inches, measured 12 inches above ground. 

· Replacement of dying bushes and shrubs with like plants that have a similar appearance. 

 

There are some restrictions on landscaping that apply to both interior (inside the fence) and exterior areas 

(outside the fence but not on common property).  Trees and shrubs must not be planted in locations which 

would obstruct the line of sight for vehicular traffic.  Trees and shrubs must not be planted in locations 

which would encroach upon any neighbor’s yards or not allow unobstructed pedestrian passage on all 

public and Association walkways.  Artificial plants are prohibited.  Finally, the planting of trees or shrubs 

on Association common property is prohibited without the approval of the Board, and the normal 

application process would apply. 

 

11.  Patios and Decks 

Patios and decks shall be located in the rear yards on the lower and first floors only.  Decks are prohibited 

on the top level of the house.  The design, style, and color of patios and decks shall be compatible with 

other patios and decks in the surrounding area.  They should relate to or complement the architectural 

design of the house.  Decks should be constructed of wood or composite materials.  Decks made of wood 

or composite materials shall be natural wood color.  Refer to Appendix A for acceptable wood stains and 

colors.  When the design includes other exterior changes, such as lights, plantings, or privacy screens, the 

application must include the specifications in sufficient detail to support the Board's decision.  Other 

things that may need to be considered are changes in the grade or other conditions which affect drainage. 

If such changes are anticipated, they must be indicated on the ACA.  Privacy screens must be in 

compliance with county codes and should be compatible with privacy screens in surrounding areas.  A 

copy of the Fairfax County building permit is desired to be submitted with the application on all raised 

decks over 24” in height. 

 

12.  Hot Tubs/Spas 

Hot tubs/spas must be located in the rear of the town home completely under the deck. Hot Tubs/Spas 

must be on a paved surface to provide stability and must be no more than three (3) feet high at the highest 

point so as not to be visible above the fence line.  A copy of the Fairfax County permit for the electrical 

work is desired and the work must be performed by a licensed electrical vendor.  The design must follow 

safety guidelines outlined in the Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act, including a covered drain, a 

latched/locked cover on the hot tub/spa, and placement within a fenced area that has a functioning latch 

on the fence gate.  The fence gate must be latched closed at any time when the hot tub/spa is unmonitored.  

Board approval is required for installation of permanent, built in hot tubs/spas. 
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As a reminder, homeowners need to be considerate of other homeowners and not create a nuisance or 

excessive noise. 

 

13.  Antennas and Satellite Dishes 

Operating antennas and satellite dishes are allowed as authorized under the Telecommunications Act of 

1996.  Any unused or damaged antennas or satellite dished must be removed in a timely fashion. 

Only those satellite dishes and antennas that are of a color, or changed to a color that is reasonably 

compatible with the color of the exterior of the home adjacent to the installation may be installed. This 

applies to the color of the roof when roof mounted, provided it will not interfere with reception or 

imposes unreasonable cost and allowed under the Telecommunications Act of 1996. 

Owners or residents are responsible for complying with the requirements of all local codes and obtaining 

all necessary permits.  Any installation of satellite dishes and antenna must comply with the Virginia 

Statewide Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA Code) requirement for “Components and 

Cladding” regarding wind force criteria for the specific location of installation. 

Owners assume all liability related to the installation or existence of such devices.  Owners are 

encouraged (but are not required) to consult with their insurance provider to determine the advisability 

and availability of additional insurance coverage.  Any cost associated with removal of such devices for 

inspection, routine maintenance or repair of any damage to the common area or neighboring property 

shall be borne by the Owner. 

Owners and residents are prohibited from installing any satellite dish or antenna on the common elements 

within the community, subject to such additional restrictions or limitations imposed by the Association.  

Any satellite dish or antenna must be installed within an exclusive use area of a particular Unit.  No wire, 

cable or other device may travel from Unit to Unit through, under or against the common elements.  

Owners or residents shall bear all costs associated with improper installation including, but not limited to, 

costs of removal or repair of any damage to the common elements.   

Owners and residents may install more than one receiver, but only if the additional receiver(s) is 

necessary for receipt of a signal or for a different service provider. 

14.  Play Equipment 

Toys and play equipment may not be left unattended on the common grounds or on private property in 

view from the street.  Installation of swing sets, jungle gyms, and other structures on private property 

require Board approval.  Applications must include information on design, dimensions, location, materials 

and color. 
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15.  Barbecue Grills 

Barbecue and similar grills (whether permanent or portable) shall be located in the rear yard or on decks.  

Board approval is required for installation of permanent grills. 

 

16.  Exterior Colors 

An application to change the exterior color of a house shall list all existing and proposed colors and 

include a sample of any new color.  This includes not only changes to house siding, but also to doors, 

shutters, trim and roofing.  Any proposed changes in the color scheme of the outside of a house shall 

relate well to the colors of the houses in the immediate area.  Repainting or staining a specific object to 

match its original color does not require Board approval.  An application shall state the colors of the 

immediately adjacent houses if a change to shutters and doors is requested.  Gutters and downspouts shall 

match those existing in color and design.  A copy of the approved colors, by property address, is provided 

in Appendix A. 

 

17.  Exterior Decorative Objects 

In Regal Oaks, exterior space is defined as external to the interior of the home and outside any closed 

fence or upstairs deck area. Any item that is visible above the fence line is also considered exterior.  The 

ARC monitors exterior areas to ensure the overall look of our community remains appealing for resale 

reasons, and will make efforts to accommodate personal preferences and styles.  

 

Exterior decorative objects, which include but are not limited to bird baths, wagon wheels, sculptures, 

fountains, pools, stumps, driftwood piles, flower structures and freestanding poles of all types which in 

any way alter the exterior of any lot, permanently or temporarily, or the exterior appearance of one's 

property, must be approved by the Board before installation.   

 

Within the privacy and internal area of fenced back yards (and of a height below fence height), and on 

decks, temporary decorative objects are allowed without prior Board approval.  This may include 

plantings, furniture, bird baths, etc.  Birdhouses are not allowed unless they do not have bird food, 

because bird food attracts rats.   

 

Permanent structures such as below ground pools, permanent hot tubs/spas, permanent built-in grills, 

hardscaping or built in permanent fountains are not allowed without prior Board approval, regardless of 

their location on a property (interior or exterior). 
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18.  Awnings 

Awnings are allowed to be over the rear decks, however, they must be consistent with the architectural 

style and scale of the building to which it will be attached.  They must be retractable and must be fabric. 

The color of the frame must be approved by the Board. 

 

19.  Storage Facilities 

Storage boxes constructed of wood or plastic are permitted.  An ACA is not required for any storage box 

whose maximum dimension in any one direction is less than 4 feet. Storage boxes must be placed along 

the inside of the fence line and/or underneath the deck. Sheds are prohibited. 

 

20.  Gardens 

Vegetable and/or fruit gardens must be located within a totally fenced-in rear yard. They must be planted 

in a way so that they will not restrict drainage. The garden must not encroach on Association common 

property.  Gardens must be neatly maintained during the growing season.  After the growing season, all 

debris, unused stakes, or trellis must be removed.  No application is required. 

 

21.  Seasonal Lighting 

Seasonal lighting and decorations are permitted no earlier than four weeks before or later than four weeks 

after a holiday.  No application is required. 

 

22.  Natural Drying Devices 

The use of natural drying devices such as clothes racks, stacks, umbrellas and retractable clotheslines are 

allowed but are subject to several restrictions.  Natural drying devices may only be used underneath the 

deck and within a fenced backyard.  The natural drying device must be located below the fence line and 

must not be visible from the street.  Clothes can be put out between the hours of 8AM and 7PM on 

weekdays only.  Hanging of personal garments is not allowed.  Use of fixed clotheslines is not allowed.  

23.  Miscellaneous Prohibited items 

· Permanent basketball hoops and backboards 

· Woodpiles 

· Protruding window air conditioners and fans 
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REGAL OAKS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

DUNN LORING VIRGINIG 22027 

EXTERIOR BENJAMINE MOORE PAINT CODES/ COLORS BY STREET ADDRESS 

JULY 2007 

Capitol Property Management (Management Company, 703-707-6404) 

 

JOURNET DRIVE 

Lot Address Shutters/Door Lot Address Shutters/Door 

10 2200 826 Stunning Blue 32 2230 HC61 New London Burgundy 

1 2201  714 Hidden Falls Green 26 2231 43 Essex Green 

9 2202 2064-20 Patriot Blue 31 2232 43 Essex Green 

2 2203 714 Hidden Falls Green 25 2233 HC157 Narragansett Green 

8 2204 714 Hidden Falls Green 30 2234 714 Hidden Falls Green 

3 2205 43 Essex Green 24 2235 HC61 New London Burgundy 

7 2206 43 Essex Green 29 2236 2064-20 Patriot Blue 

4 2207 HC61 New London Burgundy 51 2240 826 Stunning Blue 

6 2208 HC61 New London Burgundy 42 2241 2064-20 Patriot Blue 

5 2209 HC157 Narragansett Green 50 2242 826 Stunning Blue 

15 2210 HC157 Narragansett Green 41 2243 714 Hidden Falls Green 

14 2212 2064-20 Patriot Blue 49 2244 43 Essex Green 

13 2214 714 Hidden Falls Green 40 2245 43 Essex Green 

12 2216 43 Essex Green 48 2246 HC157 Narragansett Green 

11 2218 826 Stunning Blue 39 2247 HC61 New London Burgundy 

19 2219 826 Stunning Blue 47 2248 43 Essex Green 

20 2220 C157 Narragansett Green 38 2249 HC157 Narragansett Green 

18 2221 HC157 Narragansett Green 46 2250 714 Hidden Falls Green 

21 2222 714 Hidden Falls Green 37 2251 HC157 Narragansett Green 

17 2223 HC61 New London Burgundy 45 2252 HC61 New London Burgundy 

22 2224 43 Essex Green 36 2253 43 Essex Green 

16 2225  714 Hidden Falls Green 44 2254 HC157 Narragansett Green 

23 2226 HC157 Narragansett Green 35 2255 714 Hidden Falls Green 

28 2227 2064-20 Patriot Blue 43 2256 2064-20 Patriot Blue 

33 2228 714 Hidden Falls Green 34 2257 HC157 Narragansett Green 

27 2229 826 Stunning Blue    

 

STEFAN DRIVE 

Lot Address Shutters/Door  Address Shutters/Door 

60 2200 HC157 Narragansett Green 52 2210 826 Stunning Blue 

59 2202 2064-20 Patriot Blue 53 2212 HC61 New London Burgundy 

58 2204 714 Hidden Falls Green 54 2214 HC157 Narragansett Green 

57 2206 43 Essex Green 55 2216 2064-20 Patriot Blue 

56 2208 HC61 New London Burgundy    

 

NOTE:  ALL EXTERIOR TRIM IS HC174 LANCASTER WHITEWASH. 

               ALL PAINTS ARE EXTERIOR SEMI-GLOSS LATEX 

 

The following paint stores have the Regal Oaks Homeowners Association on file and will match the colors: 

 

Vienna Paint & Decorating Company, Inc  Duron Paint and Wall Coverings 

203 West Maple Avenue    128 Branch Road 

Vienna, VA 22180     Vienna, VA 22180 
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The Benjamin Moore paint colors can be matched to other paint brands.  If you need assistance, please contact 

Capitol Property Management. 

 

FENCE STAINS: Listed below are approved stains for fences and decks. The colors referenced are 

semi-transparent and/or semi-solid colors by Sikkens. Other manufactures may be used as long as they 

are the functional equivalent and match these colors (names of colors may not always be helpful guides): 

 

• 078 Natural  

• 005 Natural Oak  

• 077 Cedar  

• 085 Teak  

• 089 Redwood  

• 045 Mahogany  

• 009 Dark Oak  
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APPENDIX B-Architectural Change Application 

RECEIVED BY MANAGEMENT FIRM:___________________ 

RECEIVED BY ARC:____________________ 

 

REGAL OAKS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

ARCHITECTURAL CHANGE APPLICATION 
DATE: _____________ 

 

This application is not valid and will not authorize any construction or building changes until the application is approved by 

the Architectural Committee of the Regal Oaks HOA. 

 

NAME:_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PROPERTY ADDRESS:_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PHONE:  (h) _________________  (w)___________________  (c) ____________________ 

 

TYPE OF PROPOSED CHANGE(S), ADDITIONS, ALTERATION(S) OR IMPROVEMENTS(S): 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

COLOR (IF APPLICABLE-ATTACH SAMPLE)_______________________________________________________ 

 

LOCATION (IF APPLICABLE) _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

DIMENSIONS, INCLUDING ELEVATION (IF APPLICABLE) ___________________________________________ 

 

MATERIALS TO BE USED (IF APPLICABLE)________________________________________________________ 

 

CONTRACTOR(S) (IF APPLICABLE)________________________________________________________________ 

 

APPROXIMATE COST OF ARCHITECTURAL CHANGES _____________________________________________ 

 

START/COMPLETION DATES_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

PLEASE ATTACH THE FOLLOWING:  (1) COPY OF THE CONTRACTOR’S PROPOSAL; (2) 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS WITH DIMENSIONS DRAWN TO SCALE; AND (3) A COPY OF THE PLAT OR 

A DRAWING OF YOUR PROPERTY SHOWING LOCATION OF STRUCTURE WITH PROPOSED CHANGE. 
 

In applying for the above architectural change(s), I agree to follow, to the best of my ability, the changes described herein, 

and to meet any and all codes, permits or other requirements deemed necessary by County, State, or other applicable 

authorities.  Furthermore, I have notified each of my adjacent homeowners and other homeowners who would be most 

affected by this change, whose signatures appear below, that I am making this application. 

 

Signatures, that they have been notified, of at least two property owners who are most affected because they are adjacent 

and/or have a view of your change is required.  Any neighbor who wishes to comment on the application my do so directly to 

the committee or through the management office (703-707-6404).  These signatures indicate an awareness of your intent 

and do not constitute or indicate approval or disapproval by you or the committee.   
 

 

Name: ________________________________________  Name: __________________________________________ 

Address:_______________________________________  Address_________________________________________ 

Comments: _____________________________________ Comment: _______________________________________ 
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OWNERS ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 
 

1.  Any construction or exterior alteration undertaken by me or in my behalf before approval of this application is not 

allowed: that, if alterations are made, I will be required to return the property to its former condition at my own expense of 

this application is disapproved wholly or in part and, that I may be required to pay all legal expenses incurred. 

 

2.  Any approval is contingent upon construction or alterations being completed exactly as stated in the application. 

 

3.  Members of the Architectural Review Committee, or their agents, are permitted to make a routine inspection. 

 

4.  A copy of this application will be returned to me after review by the Architectural Review Committee. 

 

5.  That there are architectural requirements covered by the Covenants and review board process as established by the Board 

of Directors. 

 

6.  The alteration authority granted by this application will be revoked automatically if the alterations requested have not 

commenced within 90 days of the approved date of this application and/or completed by any date specified by the 

Committee. 

 

7.  All proposed improvements must meet all applicable county, state and local codes.  My signature indicates that these 

standards are met.  I understand that the applications for all required building permit(s) are my responsibility. 

 

 

Owner’s Signature_____________________________________________  Date __________________ 

 

Attachments:   (1) Architectural drawing with dimensions drawn to scale. 

  (2) Copy of survey marked with changes. 

  (3) Sketch, photo, catalog illustrations, etc (If necessary) 

  (4) Color samples 

FOR BOARD/COMMITTEE USE ONLY 
 

APPROVED ON _________________________________________ 

 

DISAPPROVED ON _____________________________________ 

 

REASONS FOR DISAPPROVAL/COMMENTS________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

APPROVED BY: ______________________________________  DATE: ________________________________ 

RETURN THIS COMPLETED FORM TO: The Regal Oaks HOA 

      c/o Capitol Property Management 

      3914 Centreville Road 

Suite 300 

Chantilly, VA 20151 
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